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Service-Oriented Modeling (SOA): Service Analysis, Design, and ArchitectureJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
Answers to your most pressing SOA development questions
How do we start with service modeling? How do we analyze services for better reusability? Who should be involved? How do we create the best architecture model for our organization? This must-read for all enterprise leaders gives you all the answers and tools needed to develop a sound...
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The PayPal Official Insider Guide to Growing Your Business: Make money the easy way (PayPal Press)Peachpit Press, 2011


	Whether you’re shopping for clothes from your computer or mobile

	phone, or selling artworks around the globe, you face a dizzying array of

	choices and decisions. How do I pay? How do I get paid? What if something

	goes wrong?





	The answer? PayPal.





	We are—and will continue to be—the...
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Practical Ruby GemsApress, 2007
Practical Ruby Gems is a comprehensive guide to utilizing and creating Ruby Gems--ready-made Ruby code modules that can be easily added to Ruby and Rails projects. This book is ideal for Ruby programmers as well as web developers who use Rails and wish to extend the functionality of their projects.

You'll get a prime selection of 34 of...
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Using Hoshin Kanri to Improve the Value StreamProductivity Press, 2009
Every industrial engineer should purchase Using Hoshin Kanri to Improve the Value Stream. It provides the key to using the Hoshin Kanri framework and integrating it with the foundations of industrial engineering.
— Marjorie Koch, President, Lean Division, Institute of Industrial Engineers

Cudneys book...
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Practical Methods of Financial Engineering and Risk Management: Tools for Modern Financial ProfessionalsApress, 2014

	Risk control, capital allocation, and realistic derivative pricing and hedging are critical concerns for major financial institutions and individual traders alike. Events from the collapse of Lehman Brothers to the Greek sovereign debt crisis demonstrate the urgent and abiding need for statistical tools...
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Bridge Design and Evaluation: LRFD and LRFRJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	A succinct, real-world approach to complete bridge system design and evaluation


	Load and Resistance Factor Design (LRFD) and Load and Resistance Factor Rating (LRFR) are design and evaluation methods that have replaced or offered alternatives to other traditional methods as the new standards for designing and load-rating...
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The Fearful Rise of Markets: Global Bubbles, Synchronized Meltdowns, and How To Prevent Them in the FutureFT Press, 2010

	“This enjoyable, fast-moving book is concise, relevant, and perceptive. My bottom line is a simple one: This book should be read by all those interested in the way markets operate, be they investors, analysts, or policy makers.”


	From the Foreword by Mohamed A....
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Nine Algorithms That Changed the Future: The Ingenious Ideas That Drive Today's ComputersPrinceton Press, 2011


	Computing is transforming our society in ways that are as profound as the changes wrought

	by physics and chemistry in the previous two centuries. Indeed, there is hardly an aspect of

	our lives that hasn't already been influenced, or even revolutionized, by digital technology.

	Given the importance of computing to modern society,...
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Stack Your Savings: How to Save More Money, Slash Your Spending, and Master Your FinancesOldtown Publishing, 2019

	Do you pull out your credit card when you know you shouldn’t? Do you watch others make a purchase and decide to make the same one, despite the fact that you have neither the money nor the need for it? Do you find yourself ignoring your bank statements because you’re afraid of what they might show?Many, if not most, Americans would...
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The Fifth Postulate: How Unraveling A Two Thousand Year Old Mystery Unraveled the UniverseJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
What do Einstein's theory of relativity, string theory, and lots of other mind-bending—and space-bending—revelations of modern physics have in common? None of them could have been discovered until scientists and mathematicians recognized an uncomfortable truth—that there was a reason the world's greatest mathematical minds had...
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Raising Capital For DummiesFor Dummies, 2002

	While raising capital has never been easy, it has become a lot more difficult over the past few years. The dot-com debacle has made investors skittish, especially when it comes to financing early-stage start-ups. As a result, more and more entrepreneurs are being forced to compete harder and harder for a spot around the money well. At the end...
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MCSE Self-Paced Training Kit (Exam 70-217): Microsoft  Windows  2000 Active Directory  Services, Second EditionMicrosoft Press, 2002
Welcome to the MCSE Training Kit—Microsoft Windows 2000 Active Directory Services. This kit prepares you to install, configure, administer, monitor, and troubleshoot Microsoft Windows 2000 Active Directory.

This kit introduces you to Windows 2000 Active Directory and prepares you to plan, configure, and administer your...
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